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ichael Furfey put down the phone in his office with a sign of frustration. For the third 

time in the last year one of his employees had been injured on the job. The injury was 

not serious, fortunately, but the continuing occurrence of injuries highlighted Furfey’s 

failure to prevent them, and his concern that he was not doing enough to keep his employees 

safe. 

 

This was hardly the problem he expected to be dealing with when he became president of Eagle 

Rapids Engineering four years earlier. The company had been established in 1927 in the town of 

Eagle Rapids in west-central Minnesota. The founder of the company, Elmer Sorenson, had been 

a building contractor. Sorenson had a thriving business constructing lake cabins. The prosperous 

decade of the 1920s had enabled a number of people from the Twin Cities, and even from 

Milwaukee, Chicago, and Dubuque, to buy property on one of the many lakes in that part of the 

state. For several years Sorenson simply could not build cabins fast enough. When a Minneapolis 

sheet-metal shop could not fulfill a contract for metalwork, he decided to open his own shop, and 

Eagle Rapids Engineering was born. 

 

At first the company made heating ductwork, rain gutters, and various metal components for 

Sorenson’s cabins and other building projects. At its peak it employed over 50 people. The stock 

market crash of 1929, however, doomed the construction season of 1930 and, in fact, threatened 

the survival of Sorenson’s businesses. He cut back severely on the number of people he 

employed, aggressively sought out what work he could find, and somehow managed to survive 

the decade. Government contracts to do construction work for the Civilian Conservation Corps, 

and later for the Army, kept him afloat until the end of the Second World War. By the time he 

retired in 1952 his businesses were thriving again and Eagle Rapids Engineering once more 

employed a number of local residents. 

 

Sorenson’s oldest son, Elmer Jr, became president of the cluster of companies, which included 

the construction company, a hardware store, and Eagle Rapids Engineering. His nephew, Dennis, 

managed the engineering shop and cleverly moved it in new directions. Concerned about the 

seasonal character of much of their work, Dennis found new opportunities to use their equipment 

and expertise. He designed and built custom gas tanks for boats, small heating stoves for ice 

fishing shacks, and a variety of other products. Over time wider markets were found for these 

products and Eagle Rapids Engineering grew dramatically. By 1965 the company employed 350 

people, making it the town’s largest employer. During this same decade, Dennis invested heavily 

in new equipment for the shop. 

 

The combination of inflation, high energy costs, and the wide use of new materials hit Eagle 

Rapids Engineering particularly hard in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Employment dropped 

and the company limped its way into the 1990s. As the company suffered, so did the town, as 

many residents lost their skilled, well-paid jobs and were unable to find alternatives. 
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In 1995 the Sorenson family, which no longer directly managed Eagle Rapids Engineering, 

quietly spread the word about that it wanted to sell. Michael Furfey, who had grown up in Eagle 

Rapids and returned there to practice law after graduation from the University of Minnesota, was 

intrigued. He believed that the company could be revitalized and that it could significantly 

improve the economy of the town. He assembled a small group of investors, bought the 

company, and began to run it himself. 

 

The keys to Furfey’s plan lay in the relatively low cost of living in Eagle Rapids and the low 

acquisition cost of the company’s property, plant, and equipment. He had acquaintances from 

school who were employed in several medical device companies in the Twin Cities. These 

companies needed a reliable source of components for their products (such as metal cases, 

baseplates and so forth) and Furfey was able to persuade a couple of them to give Eagle Rapids 

Engineering an opportunity to demonstrate what they could do. The company’s equipment was 

older but of quite good quality. There was also a solid core of long-time employees who were 

very skillful. The result was a good quality product for the medical device industry and good 

margins for the company. By late 1999 Eagle Rapids Engineering was once again the town’s 

largest employer. 

 

One problem that Furfey did not anticipate was the injury rate. Since they were older, the 

company’s machines were not equipped with the extensive safety devices that characterized 

modern machines. The experienced employees were accustomed to the special care required for 

safe use, but even they were sometimes injured by a splinter of metal or a sharp edge. Each one 

of them had a few scars to show for his years on the job. One or two had even lost a finger or 

suffered nerve damage from cuts. The injury rate among the newer employees was even higher. 

Furfey had purchased safety devices like eye protection and steel mesh gloves, but the workers 

often found them clumsy to use. New machines had a variety of protective hoods and other 

features that were designed to make it difficult, if not impossible, for workers to be injured, but 

these new machines were very expensive. 

 

The most recent injury was a severe cut to a worker’s hand. A piece of metal had slipped and 

sliced open the man’s palm. He would be unable to work for several weeks, but the doctor 

believed that he would not lose the use of his hand. While he should have been wearing 

protective gloves, he had taken them off in order to work more quickly. The company was under 

pressure to complete an order and gloves made the work go too slowly.  

 

Furfey was distressed at the latest injury, and reminded that next time they might not be so lucky. 

The injured man’s wife had bitterly complained to him on the phone that the equipment was 

unsafe and that he should do something about it. But what? He knew that it would be possible to 

replace the machines on the floor with new equipment, but that it would be economically 

difficult to do so. The investors had leveraged their own assets with a large bank loan to buy the 

company. They could operate at a profit provided they could retain the confidence of customers 

in their reliability as suppliers and could keep their costs under control. The bank had made it 

clear that they could not offer any more credit to the company for fear that it would be 

overextended. The manufacturer of the new equipment Furfey had investigated, however, had 

offered to finance a purchase. The added debt would place the company in very tight 

circumstances, and if everything went extremely well it might be workable, but could they count 

on that? 

 


